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How to Use this Document 

The New Bedford Grade 3 Curriculum Map outlines the units expected to be covered within 

each academic year. The map provides details on timing, topic, the Big Question, Reading/ 

Writing/Language purposes, and end of unit assessment. The purpose of the curriculum map is 

to assist teachers in planning their ELA instruction so that their students can meet grade-level 

skills by the end of the school year.  

Within the curriculum map, unit plans specify the ELA standards (as identified from the 2011 

Massachusetts Framework for English Language Arts and Literacy) students are expected to 

master for each unit—these include Reading (Literature and Informational Text), Writing, 

Language, and Foundational Skills standards. The unit plans also identify the relevant texts and 

assessments (i.e., unit assessments and any district required assessments).  

Educators should keep in mind that while specific Speaking & Listening standards and Language 

standards are not identified, teachers are expected to integrate these standards throughout all 

units/lessons as appropriate. In particular, vocabulary development (L3.4) should be taught on 

a daily basis, with students using the newly acquired words in their daily writing and 

conversations. Please see the following page for a list of these standards. 

Additionally, this document does not address accommodations for ELL/WIDA standards or tier 

II/III instruction, so teachers will need to provide appropriate accommodations as they see fit. 

What does this mean for teachers? 

Teachers can use this document to develop lesson plans with even greater focus than before. It 

provides the skill-based content that teachers should be teaching in each unit, while Reading 

Street provides teachers with a variety of resources to do so. 

What does this mean for administrators and TLSs? 

Administrators and TLSs can use this document to understand the content that students in each 

grade need to master by the end of the year, and the map teachers are using to help their 

students achieve mastery of the grade level standards. This document provides a map of which 

content teachers should be focusing on during each time of the school year, which will support 

administrators in their role as instructional leaders. 
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Standards to Embed in Everyday Instruction 

Language  

 L 3.1: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and 

usage when writing or speaking, including: 

o Explaining the function of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in 

general and in specific contexts. 

o Forming and using regular and irregular verbs and plural nouns. 

o Using abstract nouns (e.g., childhood). 

o Forming and using simple verb tenses. 

o Ensuring subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement. 

o Forming and using comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs, and choose 

between them depending on what is to be modified. 

o Using coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. 

o Producing simple, compound, and complex sentences. 

 L 3.2: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling when writing, including: 

o Capitalizing appropriate words in titles. 

o Using commas in addresses as well as commas and quotation marks in dialogue. 

o Forming and use possessives. 

o Using conventional spelling for high-frequency and other studied words and for 

adding suffixes to base words. 

o Using spelling patterns and generalizations in writing words (e.g., word families, 

position-based spellings, syllable patterns, ending rules) 

o Consulting reference materials, such as beginning dictionaries as needed to check 

and correct spelling. 

 L 3.3: Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, or 

listening, including: 

o Choosing words for effect. 

o Recognizing and observing differences between written and spoken English. 

 L 3.4: determine or clarify the meaning of unknown or multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on grade three content, using the following strategies: 

o Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning. 

o Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix is added to a 

known word 

o Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the 

same root 

o Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries to determine or clarify the precise meaning 

of key words and phrases. 

 L 3.5: Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings, 

including: 
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o Distinguishing the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases in context. 

o Identifying real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., describing 

people who are “friendly” or “helpful”) 

o Distinguishing shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind 

or degress of certainty (e.g., knew, believed, suspected, heard, wondered) 

Speaking and Listening 

 SL 3.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on 

third grade content, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly, 

including: 

o Coming to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material and 

explicitly drawing on that preparation. 

o Following agreed-upon rules for discussions. 

o Asking questions to check understanding of information presented, staying on 

topic, and linking their comments to the remarks of others. 

o Explaining their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion. 

 SL 3.2: Determine main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information 

presented in diverse media formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

 SL 3.3: Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering 

appropriate elaboration and detail.  

 SL 3.4: Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate 

facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace. 

 SL 3.5: Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid 

reading at an understandable pace, adding visual displays when appropriate. 

 SL 3.6: Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to 

provide requested detail or clarification. 
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 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 

Timing 2
nd

 wk of Sept- End of Oct Nov 1- End of Dec 1
st

 wk of Jan-Feb Vacation 4
th

 wk of Feb-April Break 1
st

 wk of May-EOY 

RS Unit Living and Learning Smart Solutions People and Nature Being Unique Cultures 

Big 
Question 

Which skills help us make 
our way in the world? 

What are some smart ways 
problems are solved? 

How are people and 
nature connected? 

What does it mean to be 
unique? 

What happens when two 
cultures come together? 

Reading 
Purpose 

Students will be able to 
identify and use key ideas 
and details to understand 
and analyze a text. 

Students will be able to use 
key ideas and details to 
begin understanding the 
craft and structure of a 
text. 

Students will be able to 
use their understanding of 
key ideas and details to 
analyze how craft and 
structure shapes the text 
(e.g., word choice, 
structure, point of view, 
etc.). 

Students will be able to use 
their understanding of key 
ideas, details, craft, and 
structure to integrate 
knowledge and ideas from 
one or more texts and 
evaluate specific claims or 
arguments. 

Students will be able to use 
their understanding of key 
ideas, details, craft, and 
structure to integrate 
knowledge and ideas from 
multiple texts/formats, 
including analyzing how 
different texts address 
similar topics. 

Writing 
Purpose 

 
Refer to the Grade 3-
Writing Reference Guide.  

 
Refer to the Grade 3- 
Writing Reference Guide. 

 
Refer to Grade 3- 
Writing Reference Guide. 

 
Refer to Grade 3- 
Writing Reference Guide. 

 
Refer to Grade 3-Writing 
Reference Guide.  

Languag
e 

Purpose 

Demonstrate command of 
standard English 
conventions and language, 
such as capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling. 

Use knowledge of 
language and its 
conventions, such as 
choosing words or phrases 
for effect and recognizing 
the differences between 
spoken and written 
English. 

Use multiple strategies, 
such as context clues or 
root words, to determine 
the meaning of unknown 
or multiple-meaning 
words and phrases based 
on grade three content. 

Use knowledge of language 
and its conventions to 
demonstrate understanding 
of word relationships, such 
as literal vs. nonliteral and 
varying degrees of 
certainty. 

Acquire and accurately use 
conversational, academic, 
and domain-specific words. 

Unit Test Reading Street C & C 
Unit Test 
 
Common Formative 
Assessment Writing; 
Narrative 

Reading Street C & C 
Unit Test 
 
Common Formative 
Assessment Writing; 
Literary Analysis 

Reading Street C & C 
Unit Test 
 
Common Formative 
Assessment Writing; 
Research Simulation 

Reading Street C & C 
Unit Test 
 
Common Formative 
Assessment Writing; 
Narrative 

Reading Street C & C 
Unit Test 
 
Common Formative 
Assessment Writing; 
Literary Analysis and 
Research Simulation 
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 Unit 1: Key Ideas and Details 

Timing 2
nd

 wk of Sept- End of Oct 

Topic of RS Unit Living and Learning 

Big Question Which skills help us make our way in the world? 

Reading Purpose Students will be able to identify and use key ideas and details to understand and analyze a text. 

Literary Texts When Charlie McButton Lost Power (RS) 
What About Me? (RS) 
Kumak’s Fish (RS) 
My Rows and Piles of Coins (RS) 
(Need to coordinate with Lisa to add a non-Reading Street example) 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Literature 

Students will be able to:  

 Ask and answer questions supported by specific references to the text (RL 3.1) 

 Summarize the central message of stories from diverse cultures using textual evidence (RL 3.2) 

 Describe characters in a story and how their actions influence the plot, using textual evidence to 
support claims (RL 3.3) 

Informational 
Texts 

Supermarket (RS) 
Teachers will select supplemental texts from the Reading Street Leveled Library. 
(Need to coordinate with Lisa to add a few non-Reading Street examples) 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Info. Texts 

Students will be able to:  

 Ask and answer questions supported by specific references to the text (RI 3.1) 

 Summarize the central message of a text by recounting key details and explaining how they 
support the main idea (RI 3.2) 

 Describe the relationship between a series of nonfiction events (e.g., historical events/scientific 
ideas or concepts/steps in a technical process) using language to describe timing, sequence, and 
cause/effect (RI 3.3) 

Foundational 
Skills 

Word Analysis 
Students will be able to: 

 Construct, decode, and read words with plural endings, short vowels, suffixes (e.g., -ed, -ing, -er, 
-ist), vowel digraphs (e.g., “ee,” “ea,” etc.), vowel dipthongs (e.g., “ou,” “ow,” “oi,” “oy”) 

Fluency 
Students will be able to read with sufficient fluency, accuracy, and rate to support grade-level 
comprehension. 

Writing Purpose Students will be able to: 

 Write a narrative based on a creative prompt with a focus on using details to describe characters, 
setting, and plot (W 3.3) 

 Write responses to shorter, daily prompts with a focus on using key details to describe character, 
setting, and plot (W 3.10) 

Language 
Purpose 

Students will be able to: 

 Acquire and use accurately, when writing and speaking, grade-appropriate conversational, 
general academic and domain specific words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and 
temporal relationships (L3.4) 

Unit Assessment Reading: Reading Street Weekly and Unit Tests  
Writing: Refer to the Grade 3-Writing Reference Guide; Common Formative Assessment-Narrative 

District Tests 
During Unit 

 BOY Galileo 

 Common Formative Assessment for Narrative Writing 
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Unit 2: Key Details and Craft and Structure 
Timing Nov 1- End of Dec 

Topic of RS Unit Smart Solutions 

Big Question What are some smart ways problems are solved? 

Reading Purpose Students will be able to use key ideas and details to begin understanding the craft and structure of a text. 

Literary Texts A Day’s Work (RS) 
Prudy’s Problem (RS) 
Tops and Bottoms (RS) 
William’s House (RS) 
The Hare and the Tortoise (RS) 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Literature 

Students will be able to:  

 Summarize the central message of stories from diverse cultures using textual evidence (RL 3.2) 

 Describe characters in a story and how their actions influence the plot, using textual evidence to support 
claims (RL 3.3) 

 Determine the meaning of words and phrases within a text and distinguish literal from non-literal uses (RL 
3.4) 

Informational 
Texts 

Penguin Chick (RS) 
“Plants” Fitting into Their World” (RS) 
“What is a Weed?” (RS) 
“Meeting the Challenge of Collecting” (RS) 
Log Cabins (RS) 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Info. Texts 

Students will be able to:  

 Summarize the central message of a text by recounting key details and explaining how they support the 
main idea (RI 3.2) 

 Describe the relationship between a series of nonfiction events (e.g., historical events/scientific ideas or 
concepts/steps in a technical process) using language to describe timing, sequence, and cause/effect (RI 
3.3) 

 Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases relevant to grade-
level content (RI 3.4) 

Foundational 
Skills 

Word Analysis 
Students will be able to: 

 Construct, decode, and read words with syllable patterns of V/CV, VC/V, and “cle;” words ending in “-le;” 
compound words; words with consonant blends and digraphs; and words with “spl,” “thr,” “squ,” “str,” 
“sh,” “th,” “ph,” “ch,” and “tch” 

Fluency 
Students will be able to read with sufficient fluency, accuracy, and rate to support grade-level comprehension. 

Writing Purpose Students will be able to: 

 Write informative texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information by introducing a topic and 
related information together; developing a topic with facts, definitions, and details; using linking phrases 
and words; and providing a concluding statement or section (W 3.2) 

Language Purpose Students will be able to: 

 Acquire and use accurately, when writing and speaking, grade-appropriate conversational, general 
academic and domain specific words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal 
relationships (L3.6) 

Unit Assessment  . Reading: Reading Street Weekly and Unit Tests  

   Writing: Refer to the Grade 3-Writing Reference Guide; Common Formative Assessment- 
          Literary Analysis 

District Tests 
During Unit 

 Common Formative Assessment-Writing-Literary Analysis 
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Unit 3: Craft and Structure  
Timing 1

st
 week of January-February vacation 

Topic of RS Unit People and Nature 

Big Question How are people and nature connected? 

Reading Purpose Students will be able to use their understanding of key ideas, details, craft, and structure to integrate 
knowledge and ideas from one or more texts and evaluate specific claims and arguments 

Literary Texts Pushing Up the Sky 
Catch It and Run! 
Scien-Trickery: Riddles in Science 
A Symphony of Whales 
Around One Cactus 
Teachers will select additional poems, songs, etc. from the Reading Street Leveled Library 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Literature 

Students will be able to:  

 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, distinguishing literal from 
nonliteral language (RL3.4) 

 Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using terms such as 
chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each successive part builds on earlier sections (RL3.5) 

 Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator or those of the characters (RL3.6) 

Informational 
Texts 

How do you Raise a Raisin? 
Worms at Work 
Seeing Stars 
He Listens to Whales 
Teachers will select supplemental texts from the Reading Street Leveled Library. 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Info. Texts 

Students will be able to:  

 Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a text relevant to 
a grade 3 topic or subject area (RI3.4) 

 Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate information relevant to 
a given topic efficiently (RI3.5) 

 Distinguish their won point of view from that of the author of a text (RI3.6) 

Foundational 
Skills 

Word Analysis 
Students will be able to: 

 Construct, decode, and read words with contractions (i.e., ‘s, ‘d, ‘ll, n’t, ‘ve); prefixes (un-, re-, mis-, dis-); 
/j/, /s/, /k/ sounds; suffixes (i.e., -ly, -ful, -ness, -less); and consonant patterns (i.e., wr, kn, gn, st, and mb) 

 
Fluency 
Students will be able to read with sufficient fluency, accuracy, and rate to support grade-level 
comprehension. 

Writing Purpose Students will be able to: 

 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons (W3.3) 

 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and editing (W3.5) 

 Use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboard skills) as well as to interact and 
collaborate with others (W3.6) 

Language 
Purpose 

Students will be able to: 

 Acquire and use accurately, when writing and speaking, grade-appropriate conversational, general 
academic and domain specific words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal 
relationships (L3.6) 

Unit Assessment •   Reading: Reading Street Weekly and Unit Tests  
•   Writing: Refer to the Grade 3-Writing Reference Guide; Common Formative Assessment- 
     Research Analysis 

District Tests 
During Unit 

 Common Formative Assessment Writing: Literary Analysis  and Research Simulation 

 Writing: Refer to the Grade 3-Writing Reference Guide; Common Formative Assessment-Research 
Simulation 

    MOY Galileo 
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Unit 4: Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 

Timing 2
nd

 week of March- End of April 

Topic of RS Unit One of a Kind 

Big Question What does it mean to be unique? 

Reading Purpose Students will be able to use their understanding of key ideas, details, craft, and structure to integrate 
knowledge and ideas from one or more texts and evaluate specific claims or arguments. 

Literary Texts The Man Who Invented Basketball  (Biography)(RS) 
Rocks in His Head (Biography)(RS) 
America’s Champion Swimmer: Gertrude Ederle (Biography) (RS) 
Fly, Eagle, Fly!  Folk Tale (RS) 
Integrate a series of books with the same author and characters to access R.L. 3. 9 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Literature 

Students will be able to:  

 Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using terms such 
as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how each successive part builds on earlier sections. (R.L. 3.5.) 

 Use information gained from illustrations and the words in text to demonstrate understanding. (R.L. 
3.7.) 

 Compare and contrast the themes, settings, and plots of stories written by the same author about the   

     same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a series) (R.L. 3.9.) 

Informational 
Texts 

Hottest, Coldest, Highest, Deepest (Expository) RS 
Teachers will select supplemental texts from the Reading Street Leveled Library. 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Info. Texts 

Students will be able to:  

 Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate information relevant 
to a given topic efficiently). (R.I. 3.5.) 

 Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a 
story (e.g. , create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting) (RI 3.7.) 

     Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the same    
         topic. (R.I. 3.9.) 
 

Foundational 
Skills 

Word Analysis 
Students will be able to: 

 Construct, decode, and read words with irregular plurals, Vowels: r-Controlled, Prefixes pre-, mid-, 
over-, out-, bi-, de-; Suffixes, -er, -or, -ess, -ist; Syllables VCCCV. 

 
Fluency 
Students will be able to read with sufficient fluency, accuracy, and rate to support grade-level 
comprehension. 

Writing Purpose Students will be able to use selected vocabulary words from the unit to: 

 Write a narrative based on a creative prompt with a focus on using details to describe characters, 
setting, and plot (W 3.3) 

 Write responses to shorter, daily prompts with a focus on using key details to describe character, setting, 
and plot (W 3.10) 

Language 
Purpose 

Students will be able to: 

 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general academic, and domain-specific 
words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships (L.3.6.) 

Unit Assessment Reading: Reading Street Weekly and Unit Tests  
Writing: Refer to the Grade 3-Writing Reference Guide; Common Formative Assessment- 
                Narrative              

District Tests 
During Unit 

 PARCC 
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Unit 5: Integrating Knowledge from Multiple Texts 
Timing 1

st
 wk of May-EOY 

Topic of RS Unit Cultures 

Big Question What happens when two cultures come together? 

Reading 
Purpose 

Students will be able to use their understanding of key ideas, details, craft, and structure to 
integrate knowledge and ideas from multiple texts/formats, including analyzing how different texts 
address similar topics. 

Literary Texts Suki’s Kimono (RS) 
I Love Saturdays y domingos (RS) 
Good-Bye, 382 Shin Dang Dong (RS) 
Sing a Song of People (RS) 
Jalapeno Bagels (RS) 
Me and Uncle Romie (RS) 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Literature 

Students will be able to:  

 Explain how specific parts of a text’s illustrations contribute to the elements of mood, setting, or 
character described in the story (RL 3.7) 

 Identify elements of fiction such as characters, setting, and plot as well as elements of poetry 
such as rhyme, rhythm, figurative language, alliteration, and onomatopoeia (MA.8.A)  

Informational 
Texts 

“Clothes: Bringing Cultures Together” (RS) 
Communities Celebrate Cultures (RS) 
“Foods of Mexico: A Delicious Blend” (RS) 
“Country to City” (RS) 

What Skills Look 
Like in 3

rd
 Grade 

Info. Texts 

Students will be able to:  

 Use information from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and words in a text to demonstrate 
understanding of the text, including where, when, why, and how key events occur (RI 3.7) 

 Describe the connection between specific sentences and paragraphs in a text such as 
comparison, cause and effect, and sequence (RI 3.8) 

 Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the 
same topic (RI 3.9) 

Foundational 
Skills 

Word Analysis 
Students will be able to: 

 Construct, decode, and read homophones, words with CV/VC syllable patterns, vowel patterns 
“au,” “augh,” “ou,” “ough,” “ei,” and “eigh,” and suffixes “-y,” “-ish,” “-hood,” “-ment” 

Fluency 
Students will be able to read with sufficient fluency, accuracy, and rate to support grade-level 
comprehension. 

Writing Purpose Students will be able to: 

 Write informative texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information by introducing a 
topic and related information together; developing a topic with facts, definitions, and details; 
using linking phrases and words; and providing a concluding statement or section (W 3.2) 

 Write responses to shorter, daily prompts (W 3.10) 

Language 
Purpose 

Students will be able to: 

 Acquire and use accurately, when writing and speaking, grade-appropriate conversational, 
general academic and domain specific words and phrases, including those that signal spatial 
and temporal relationships (L3.6) 

Unit Assessment  Reading: Reading Street Weekly and Unit Tests  
•     Writing: Refer to the Grade 3-Writing Reference Guide; Common Formative Assessment-        
       Literary Analysis and Research Simulation 

District Tests 
During Unit 

DIBELS 




